Waveguide Transmission Line, WR284 Package, Longer Run

Order Examples: RWTL-WR284-LR-e5
Description: (Waveguide Transmission Line, WR284 Package, Longer Run)
NOTES:
1. MATERIAL: ALUMINIUM 6061.
2. COATING & PAINT: GRAY.
3. SILICONE SEALS.
4. FLEXIBLE WR284 WITH NEOPRENE JACKET.
5. FLANGES: CPRJ (GROOVED = O’RING) OR CPRF (FLAT + O’RING GASKET) BY SUPPLIER RECOMMENDATIONS.
6. PROOF DRY AIR PRESSURE: 30 PSI.
7. PRESSURE WINDOWS WITH NIPPLE FOR GAS CONNECTION.
8. DIMENSIONS OF VARIOUS SEGMENTS ARE SHOWN ABOVE. FINAL CONFIGURATION DIMENSIONS MAY DIFFER SLIGHTLY.
10. WG TUNER (22) : 3 OR 5 PROBES MANUAL, PRESSURE SEALED. MINIMUM LENGTH BY PLANNER CONSIDERATIONS. IF THE TUNER IS LONG ENOUGH CONSIDER CANCELING PART (21).
11. FLEXIBLE SEGMENT (9) SIZE: PREFERABLY OFF THE SHELF.
12. PARTS NO. 2,4,6,7,12-15,17,18,23,24,26,27 ARE WR284.